
082 ON SHOW

Matt Lavagna’s collection for In-esartdesign 
can be written on and erased like a 
blackboard, lived day to day in a playful 
and light manner. This range was designed 
to evoke childhood games or memories of 
first days at school, with its winning feature 
being the surface, available in a variety of 
colours.
www.in-es.com

Loop combines the unique beauty of the 
incandescent lamp with cutting-edge LED 
technology. It is slender and light, made of 
a stainless steel wire, brass, aluminium and 
plastic. The LED spot swivels through 360  
on a horizontal axis, while the rod at the 
cooling device is a touch sensor to switch 
Loop on or off.
www.ingo-maurer.com

This dinstinctive floor lamp with a 
characteristic leather finish features a 
folded leather shade with a timeless, 
organic look. Combined with the carefully 
designed metal stand, mrs.Q characterises 
the mixture of raw elegance and is also 
available in complete leather and as a floor 
and wall lamp. 
www.jaccomaris.com

4. H2O Lavagna
In-es.artdesign

5. Loop
Ingo Maurer

The Scraplight white series pushed the 
collaboration between the Seattle and 
Amsterdam studios to new levels. Using 
custom-made pure white corrugated 
cardboard, the FSC-certified paper in 
white achieves the bright modern glow and 
crisp translucency that contrasts the rustic 
warmth of the original Scraplights.
www.graypants.com

The Ice series is comprised of a number of 
variations including the Tech, Chic, Shade 
and Absolute versions. The lamp features 
an ice dome, its transparency embellished 
by finishes and high-tech elements with 
smooth and sinuous lines. Absolute Ice is 
the 2016 novelty with silver, gold or copper 
finishes for the shade top.   
www.hindrabii.net
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As part of Knikerboker’s new lighting line, 
Non So is inspired by what’s essential and 
indefinable. Non So evokes a sensation, a 
charming impression that can’t be clearly 
defined. A customisable wall or ceiling 
lamp, Non So’s bronze outer leaf with a 
white inside is available in various colours 
to be combined at will.
www.knikerboker.it

3. Non So
Knikerboker
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